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Introduc�on  
 
The interna�onal conference (Word Knowledge dialogue (WKD) 2023), led by Prof. Yaniv BENHAMOU of 
the Faculty of Law / Digital Law Center, University of Geneva, brought together 50 experts from a variety 
of fields (ar�sts, philosophers, ac�vists, sociologists, economists, lawyers, IT specialists, and ar�sts' 
professional associa�ons)1  to spend 2 days reflec�ng on “The Future of culture, in its financing and 
governance in the digital age”, in order to propose innova�ve solu�ons in favour of ar�s�c crea�on and 
ar�sts’ remunera�on.  
 
The aim of the conference was to explore the impact of digital technologies on culture, par�cularly on 
crea�ve industries (e.g. music, visual arts and video games). More specifically, the aim was to analyse 
the impact of digital technology on the funding and governance of culture (e.g. remunera�on of ar�sts 
on streaming pla�orms, new funding models through Web3 and NFTs) to accompany these changes in 
a sustainable way. There is indeed a need to clarify and support the changes brought by digital 
technologies in an interdisciplinary way (through art, economics, law, sociology, and technology) and on 
both a na�onal and interna�onal scale (cf. European Commission 2022; ILO 2023)2 . Bearing in mind that 
the crea�ve field is o�en a precursor of changes to come, the aim of this conference was also to highlight 
ideas and possible solu�ons that could be of use to other sectors. 
 
The aim of the 50 experts was to come up with concrete recommenda�ons (Policies) for authori�es and 
professionals to improve the legal framework, as well as remunera�on and governance models. The 
conference alternated between public lectures and four (4) thema�c workshops, each led by a 
moderator (Marc PERRENOUD, Valérie-Laure BENABOU, Amélie FAVREAU, Frédéric YOUNG) and a rapporteur 
(Yves BAEUR, Honor FELISBERTO, Thomas GAUFFROY-NAUDIN and Loic RÏOM). 
 
This report summarises the discussions and proposals that emerged from the 4 working groups. It is 
therefore the fruit of the reflec�ons of each group. They were dra�ed by their rapporteur, then 
consolidated by Prof. Yaniv BENHAMOU (conference organiser) and Ms Margot VOISIN (assistant at the 
Digital Law Center).  
 

  

 
1 In alphabe�cal order: BAUER Yves, BAVITZ Chris, BELOUFA Neil, BENABOU Valérie-Laure, BENHAMOU Yaniv, BENSAMOUN 
Alexandra, BERMES Emmanuelle, BRANCO Sergio, CITTON Yves, DE FILIPPI Primavera, DIMITA Gaetano, DE WERRA Jacques, 
EMERY Anaïs, ERIKSSON Maria, FAVREAU Amélie, FELISBERTO Honor, FLEURET François, FORNAGE Anne-Chris�ne, GALLEY 
Nicolas, GAUFFROY-NAUDIN Thomas, GILLIERON Philippe, GOMEZ Juan, GUILLAUME Florence, HALL Daniel, JATON Mathieu, 
JEANNERAT Hugues, JOYEUX-PRUNEL Béatrice, KRAUS Daniel, KÜBLER Philip, LANTERI Paolo, LAUNAY Aude, LOUIS-COURVOISIER 
Micheline, MACDONALD Michaela, MALLARD Grégoire, MARTIN-BARITEAU Florian, MASURE Anthony, MAZZIOTTI Giuseppe, 
MOREAU François, OBERSON Xavier, ORON Gadi, PARIS Thomas, PERRENOUD Marc, RIOM Loïc, RIVA Sven, SALVADE Vincent, 
SCHREPEL Thibault, STROWEL Alain, TISSOT Nathalie, VAN DER PLAS Lonneke, VOISIN Margot, YOUNG Frédéric. 
2 European Commission, Study on copyright and new technologies, Copyright data management and ar�ficial 
intelligence, 2022; Organisa�on interna�onal du travail, L’avenir du travail dans le secteur des arts et du 
diver�ssement, Rapport soumis en vue de la Réunion technique sur l’avenir du travail dans le secteur des arts et 
du diver�ssement (Geneva, 13-17 February 2023), 12 January 2023.  
 
 
 
 

https://www.unige.ch/droit/wkd/participants/
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Group 1: The role of intermediaries and machines in crea�on 
 
Yves BAUER (Reporter), Marc PERRENOUD (Moderator) 
 
Summary of discussions  
 
Working Group 1 (WG1) analysed the role of intermediaries (e.g. streaming and Web3 pla�orms) and 
Ar�ficial Intelligence (AI) systems in the value chain, both at the consump�on stage (e.g. algorithmic 
recommenda�ons), the produc�on stage (e.g. analysis of usage data) and the crea�on stage (e.g. image 
and text generators). In other words, the aim was to examine the changes brought about by digital 
society firstly on crea�on itself, and secondly to examine the impact on the value chain allowing ar�s�c 
crea�on to have an economic existence.  
 
Two themes were examined: the role of pla�orms in funding of crea�on, and the role of 
recommenda�on algorithms in the visibility of works, the ques�on of AI having been le� aside for 
because of �me constraints. 
 
The role of pla�orms in financing crea�vity 
 
The digital revolu�on has profoundly altered the rela�onship between ar�sts and their audiences, as 
well as the role of intermediaries. The horizontal communica�on made possible by the Internet calls into 
ques�on the dominant “roman�cised” mone�za�on model of the 20th century, according to which the 
ar�st creates and leaves it to others to mone�se his or her talent (e.g. publishers or major labels). Today, 
the ar�st has become an entrepreneur who must interact effec�vely with the distribu�on bodies on the 
one hand and his or her audience on the other. The economic model, whereby ar�sts had to be 
represented by a publisher or a major label to gain access to the market, is giving way to a new structure 
in which ar�sts have more means at their disposal to become autonomous. Moreover, self-produc�on 
is growing strongly at the same �me as tradi�onal produc�on, leading to an overproduc�on of highly 
homogenous content. In the book industry, for example, the case of Amazon is telling. Publishers are 
some�mes reluctant to charge authors to publish their work, par�cularly in the academic world. Sites 
such as lulu.com give authors a great deal of leeway in terms of how their work is transmited, while at 
the same �me enabling them to reach their target audience via e-commerce3.  
 
The digital cultural economy is also characterised by a certain rematerialisa�on (e.g. in the form of 
tangible objects such as records or printed mater, or live performances). O�en, an ar�st publishes a 
work "free of charge" (e.g. under a creative commons licence4 ). A pla�orm then ensures its promo�on 
and visibility. Finally, the work is "materialised" when the ar�st is hired to perform in public, and the 
ar�st returns to the physical world to mone�se their work via a performance fee. No ar�st can afford to 
stop "touring". During live performances, the ar�st creates value through a certain rarity and 
authen�city of experience that is not available online. 

 
3 Lulu.com is a US commercial pla�orm for self-publishing books.  
4 The Creatives commons public licences, from the non-profit organisa�on of the same name, set standards for 
authors and other right-holders to share original works or any work protected by copyright: 
htps://crea�vecommons.org.  

https://creativecommons.org/
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These changes call into ques�on the tradi�onal role of the publisher. Ar�sts now have ways of bypassing 
the publisher to reach their audience. The role of pla�orms tends to be limited to that of a gatekeeper. 
Their value now lies in their social value. Value is in the selec�on process by which the publisher chooses 
one work over another. This leads other market players to trust in and pay for the work. In other words, 
what has value is is the reputa�on of the intermediary who associates his credibility with the work he is 
going to edit and then publish. This is not an objec�ve value, but the social value of the intermediary.  
 
The role of recommenda�on algorithms in access to crea�on 
 
Pla�orms can represent a threat to cultural diversity, especially when they use recommenda�on 
algorithms that do not have parameters to ensure a diverse content. Algorithms themselves are not a 
threat, but they must be used wisely. The opacity of the algorithm, or more generally the lack of 
transparency about its func�on, is a limi�ng factor to guarantying cultural diversity. On a technical level, 
the algorithm o�en relies on the following theore�cal approaches: (i) Use of metadata: this involves 
examining the content that has been liked or consulted, o�en by ataching keywords to it, and then 
subsequently sugges�ng content to which iden�cal or equivalent keywords have been assigned; (ii) 
Content analysis: In the case of music, for example, this involves calcula�ng the number of beats per 
minute, the instruments used and other elements in order to suggest something similar; (iii) Profiling: if 
a user listens to a track belonging to a typical profile, there is a good chance that they will conform to it. 
(iv) The algorithm searches the raw signal of the content consulted for similari�es with other content 
(some�mes on the basis of an image, a sound or their succession) and suggests, without the human 
really knowing what it has based itself on, content that the machine deems similar.  
 
Recommenda�on algorithms also tend to isolate users in bubbles, in which they always consume the 
same types of content because it is suggested to them. Algorithms also influence the ar�st, who bends 
to their constraints to gain visibility. The issue is therefore not an individual one, but one of cultural 
policy. In this context, several ini�a�ves aimed at protec�ng cultural diversity can be men�oned. In 
France, the “pass culture” offers young people aged 15-18 an app through which they can access a 
certain amount of money to buy cultural services offered based on human and algorithmic 
recommenda�ons aimed at diversifica�on5 . Several influencers and the playlist system are also a part 
of this movement. 
 
Recommenda�on algorithms are also changing the way ar�sts create. The problem for ar�sts is no 
longer finding the right door to knock on to reach their audience and make a living from their work, but 
acquiring visibility in a context where communica�on is horizontal, global and immediate. However, the 
visibility of content depends on algorithms that are generally opaque. In such condi�ons, ar�sts are 
unable to determine how they can gain this visibility. They may even be tempted to produce less original, 
more calibrated content to please the algorithm. With a plethora of immediate content on offer, the 
public tends to rely on black boxes that do not necessarily aim to diversify or sa�sfy their expecta�ons, 
but to maximise the user's adver�sing. It should be noted that the promo�on of certain content linked 
to user preferences can take different forms: in the pre-digital era, programmers relied on radio and TV 

 
5 The Culture Pass is a scheme set up by the French government to provide access to culture for people aged 
between 15 and 18. It offers progressive amounts according to age, with the aim of encouraging access to culture 
and diversifying cultural prac�ces (htps://pass.culture.fr/) ; htps://www.senscri�que.com/ ; 
htps://www.metacri�c.com/.  

https://pass.culture.fr/
https://www.senscritique.com/
https://www.metacritic.com/
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programme schedules. In the digital age, intermediaries offer content using algorithms, or even AIs, that 
automate recommenda�ons to users6. However, the vast majority of algorithms are designed to 
maximise the user's exposure to commercialisa�on, whether this is a subscrip�on or exposure to 
adver�sing, since they generally come directly from the en�ty offering the content. One way forward 
would be to break this concentra�on.  
 
Recommenda�ons 
 
One public interven�on strategy would be to separate the providers who supply content (e.g. ar�sts, 
publishers, producers) and those who distribute it (e.g. social and streaming pla�orms). In other words, 
we need to separate recommenda�on from distribu�on and give users and creators the opportunity to 
decide on the methods of recommenda�on to which they are exposed. Users connec�ng to a 
distribu�on service would have a choice of third-party recommenda�on tools (recommender) with 
mul�ple objec�ves and func�ons. 
 
Legally, this obliga�on to dissociate recommenda�on and dissemina�on would stem from the 
fundamental right to digital self-determina�on, i.e. the ability of ci�zens to decide how they access 
informa�on. The authori�es would be responsible for implemented by interpre�ng the exis�ng legal 
framework (e.g. compe��on law) or specific laws to be adopted (e.g. EU Digital Services Act (DSA), which 
enshrines a new right to parameterisa�on).  
 
However, such a right runs the risk of being ineffec�ve. Just think of the experience of cookies consent 
banners that Internet users do not read. So, rather than a right, it would be beter to establish an 
obliga�on of parameterisa�on, whereby the en�ty providing a service must, following the example of 
what Microso� had to do with its Internet Explorer browser, offer a choice of recommenders to the user 
who uses its services. The transparency of the algorithm would nonetheless remain a problem. Few 
users would have the confidence to make their own choices, even if they were given the means. It would 
therefore be interes�ng to consider a system, similar to the systems proposed by guarantee marks, that 
would enable the cer�fica�on of recommenda�on offers. The proposed system would have the goal of 
preven�ng the en��es that recommend content from being the ones that pay the search engines. These 
rules could finally be given concrete form by means of standardisa�on or even cer�fica�on procedures. 
Standardisa�on or cer�fica�on could be promoted and even controlled by UNESCO, which organises 
aspects of access to culture, and the various ins�tu�ons that safeguard fundamental rights, such as the 
Council of Europe or the ECHR7.  

 
6 Even though algorithmic recommenda�ons are some�mes "corrected"/reviewed by human beings (e.g. Spo�fy 
uses na�onal music consultants, Google and Facebook use human reviewers, and Criteo uses an adver�sing 
targe�ng tool with hand-cra�ed "features" that are then weighted with clicks htps://www.criteo.com/.  
7 htps://www.unesco.org/; htps://www.coe.int/; htps://www.echr.coe.int/.  

https://www.criteo.com/
https://www.unesco.org/
https://www.coe.int/
https://www.echr.coe.int/
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Group 2: The role of the audience in crea�on 
  

Loïc RIOM (Reporter), Valérie-Laure BENABOU (Moderator) 

  
Summary of discussions  
 
Working group 2 (WG2) focused on the role of the public in the governance and funding of culture. The 
par�cipants took as their star�ng point the observa�on that digital technologies and web tools (e.g. 
streaming pla�orms, Web3, pla�orms, cura�on and algorithmic recommenda�on, genera�ve ar�ficial 
intelligence) are shaking up prac�ces and pu�ng into ques�on the place of the audience within the 
cultural and crea�ve sector. We need only think of fan fiction, where a community of fans extend the 
work of an ar�st, and which has developed thanks to par�cipa�ve pla�orms. At the same �me, so-called 
"genera�ve" ar�ficial intelligence (or GenAI) generate new cultural content with user data. These 
innova�ons are decisively transforming the rela�onship between audience and ar�st. The issues at stake 
include the forms of ar�s�c crea�on, the status of the ar�st, remunera�on models and our defini�on 
of crea�vity. Should users, for example, be paid for their contribu�on to the databases on which ar�ficial 
intelligence (AI) is based? Based on these observa�ons, WG2 focused on three main areas: ar�s�c 
crea�on, the circula�on of works and the remunera�on of the various players. 

 
The debates were organised around three main points: audience crea�on, developments in copyright 
and the limits of scalability.  
 
How are audiences formed? 
 
The working group's discussions first emphasised that audiences are not given as is, but rather are 
formed through the interven�on of the different en��es that shape them. Moreover, there is not one 
audience on the Internet or elsewhere, but mul�ple audiences. Every ar�st should have the means to 
compose his or her audience. This first statement requires two elements.  
 
Firstly, this presupposes that ar�sts have access to the data collected from the consump�on and 
circula�on of their works. This data is essen�al for guiding ar�sts' development strategies and nurturing 
links with their audiences. Secondly, pla�orms and other web intermediaries should be more 
transparent about how their audiences are generated. This would give ar�sts a beter understanding of 
the logic behind the circula�on of their work.  
 
The working group also noted that audience data is tending to become the basis for calcula�ng the 
remunera�on of the various players in the cultural markets. Not does data make it possible to 
understand online cultural consump�on prac�ces, but they are also used to decide how income from 
the sale of adver�sing or subscrip�ons should be distributed. There is therefore a direct link between 
the way in which audiences are shaped and the remunera�on of works. From this point of view, 
remunera�on models could also be reviewed, as illustrated by the current debates on music streaming 
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around the introduc�on of new, fairer remunera�on models for ar�sts8. Studies show that it is mainly 
intermediate ar�sts who have the most difficulty in being remunerated. 
 
The group's discussions also highlighted the fact that cultural actors are o�en in a weak posi�on vis-à-
vis web pla�orms. One strategy for public interven�on could be to strengthen the cultural actors vis-à-
vis the pla�orms to redress the balance of power. Several avenues were raised during our discussions. 
Recent European legisla�on (the General Data Protec�on Regula�on (GDPR) and the Digital Markets Act 
(DMA)) is also moving in this direc�on9. It could go further, for example, with the introduc�on of a tax 
on the produc�on of genera�ve AI to fund ar�s�c crea�on. Finally, the public produc�on of shows is 
heavily regulated (number of persosns, etc.). The same could apply to the ac�vity of pla�orms. This type 
of regula�on already exists for radio, for example (anti-payola law, na�onal ar�st quotas, etc.). 
 
Who should be protected by copyright?  
 
The discussions touched at length on the defini�on of copyright. Some of the issues rela�ng to audiences 
concern the way in which the no�on of the author is redefined by new par�cipa�on prac�ces. Three 
ques�ons were raised in par�cular:  
 

1) Should copyright be extended to all forms of production and co-production? For example, 
should all those involved in the creation of a fan fiction be covered by copyright? 

2) Should copyright apply only to the work of professional artists or also to that of amateurs? 
3) What about content produced by AI? Should it too be protected by some form of copyright? 

 
The various discussions highlighted the fact that the boundaries between professional and amateur 
prac�ces are becoming increasingly blurred. The advantage is that copyright does not operate on this 
boundary, but on the idea of crea�on. For some members of the group, it is important to encourage 
access to copyright (including through creative commons licences). 
 
Regarding genera�ve AI crea�ons, group members iden�fied several issues. Some members of the group 
believe that, if genera�ve AI crea�ons are not protected by copyright, they will have a compe��ve 
advantage over "human" crea�ons. Since no rights will have to be paid, they will be cheaper. Other 
members of the group stressed that it is difficult to dis�nguish between these different forms of cultural 
content. Where does human produc�on end and machine produc�on begin? Can wri�ng prompts be 
considered a crea�ve ac�vity? Doesn't every crea�ve ac�vity benefit from the interven�on of a machine 
(instrument, computer assistance, etc.)? 
 
The group noted that these issues may not concern the most innova�ve and disrup�ve content, but 
more common forms of cultural content (background music, book covers, poster design, etc.). However, 
there should be no difference in the treatment of works from this point of view, especially as these are 
in fact major parts of the crea�ve industries that are directly affected by these issues.  
 

 
8 See, for example, the "Jus�ce at Spo�fy" movement: htps://www.lemonde.fr/culture/ar�cle/2020/12/09/les-
precaires-du-streaming-musical-passent-a-la-contre-ataque_6062681_3246.html  
9 RGPD: htps://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32016R0679; DMA: htps://digital-
markets-act.ec.europa.eu/index_en.  

https://www.lemonde.fr/culture/article/2020/12/09/les-precaires-du-streaming-musical-passent-a-la-contre-attaque_6062681_3246.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/culture/article/2020/12/09/les-precaires-du-streaming-musical-passent-a-la-contre-attaque_6062681_3246.html
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32016R0679;%20DMA:%20https://digital-markets-act.ec.europa.eu/index_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32016R0679;%20DMA:%20https://digital-markets-act.ec.europa.eu/index_en
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Promo�ng communi�es in the face of the scalability of artwork  
 
The members of the group pointed out that the organisa�on of most of the major digital pla�orms is 
based on the idea of scalability. Faced with this model, some players are proposing alterna�ves whose 
economic model is based on smaller communi�es. These make it possible to create more direct links (a 
form of "AtoA" model, amateurs to artists). The working group noted that scaling up is not necessarily a 
foregone conclusion. New ways of funding crea�on are being developed and could provide solu�ons in 
the future. One public interven�on strategy could be to support these ini�a�ves directly. This model 
may also have the advantage of responding beter to the challenges of the environmental crisis. In 
addi�on, current approaches favour individual remunera�on and make it very difficult to work together. 
Models based on coopera�on seem to be an avenue worth exploring. These schemes also make it 
possible to envisage other forms of ar�s�c commissioning that could be promoted by publicly-funded 
cultural ins�tu�ons, as is the case with the Festival Réel in Villeurbanne (France), the Société des 
Nouveaux Commanditaires or decentralised autonomous organisa�ons (DAOs)10. It would also be 
possible to imagine the development of pla�orms supported directly by public funds. 
 
Recommenda�ons  
 
The working group has drawn up three scenarios with recommenda�ons. These relate to promo�ng 
human crea�vity on the Web, improving transparency and strengthening the capacity for public ac�on. 
 
1. Promo�ng human crea�vity on the Web 
 
A first area of interven�on could be aimed at promo�ng human crea�on on the Web. The main aim 
would be to protect and promote human prac�ces in the face of AI-generated content. On the one hand, 
the aim is to avoid unfair compe��on from AI-generated content for ar�sts in terms of cost. On the other 
hand, the challenge is to encourage aesthe�c experiences and crea�ve prac�ces among the general 
public. The main obstacle to this is the difficulty of dis�nguishing between what is machine interven�on 
and what is human crea�vity.  
 
One idea for implementa�on that emerged from the discussions was the introduc�on of a tax on 
genera�ve AI that would help to fund crea�on (e.g. in the form of an extension of copy levies for AI-
generated content). 
 
2. Promo�ng the transparency of digital pla�orms 
 
The second area for ac�on proposed by this working group is to promote transparency in cultural 
produc�on. It is based on three observa�ons. Firstly, more and more content is being created by AI 

 
10 The Festival Réel in Villeurbanne is based on the par�cipa�on of young local people who are given the 
opportunity to imagine a fes�val in their own image: htps://villeurbanne2022.fr/reel-le-fes�val/ ; The Nouveaux 
commanditaires company invites ci�zens to become new forces on the art scene: 
htp://www.nouveauxcommanditaires.eu/; Decentralised Autonomous Organisa�ons (DAOs) can be defined as "a 
community made up of a mul�tude of par�cipants (for example, developers or users on a blockchain) that operates 
according to the rules of governance set out in smart contracts, without any human interven�on and in a 
decentralised manner, with these rules only being able to be modified in compliance with consensus methods": 
htps://cryptoast.fr/dao-organisa�on-decentralisee/.  

https://villeurbanne2022.fr/reel-le-festival/
http://www.nouveauxcommanditaires.eu/
https://cryptoast.fr/dao-organisation-decentralisee/
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without this being clearly established from the point of view of the public. Secondly, there is a need to 
improve the traceability of cultural content and its circula�on. Thirdly, there is a need to raise public 
awareness of these issues. The group iden�fied two main difficul�es in this area. On the one hand, the 
task is significant and it is difficult to define exactly how far transparency efforts should extend. Secondly, 
it is impossible to make a complete dis�nc�on between human and non-human interven�ons.  
 
The working group is proposing three avenues to explore in this area: 

a) The creation of labels to identify types of cultural content, particularly AI-generated works. 
b) The obligation to declare the nature of works when registering with a copyright collective 

management organisation. 
c) Strengthening consumer rights (consumer law) and, in particular, content creators' duty of 

authenticity to the public. 
 
3. Strengthening the audience’s ability to take ac�on 
 
The third area for ac�on is also based on three observa�ons. Firstly, audiences are shaped by different 
actors, and there is a need for a beter understanding of the role of each audience in these processes. 
Secondly, the promo�on of works, diversity and discoverability are central issues for digital pla�orms. 
Thirdly, data is an issue not only for understanding audiences, but also for remunera�ng the various 
players. The main challenge in this area is data protec�on and privacy. 
 
The working group came up with four implementa�on ideas:  

a) Strengthen the portability of user data to encourage circulation between platforms. 
b) Demand greater transparency of recommendation algorithms and develop a right for users to 

configure them. 
c) Encourage access to data for cultural players and offer greater transparency on remuneration, 

including for the general public. 
d) Better supervision of content promotion and avoidance of payola logic. 

 
 
In conclusion, the group's discussions highlighted the importance of audiences in the funding and 
governance of the worlds of culture. While much of the current debate focuses on the crea�on and 
circula�on of works, audiences appear to be an important lever for shaping the future of culture and 
new forms of public interven�on.  
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Group 3: Using Web3 for remunera�on 
 

Thomas GAUFFROY-NAUDIN (Reporter), Amélie FAVREAU (moderator) 
 
Summary of discussions 
 
The main task of Working Group 4 (WG4) was to analyse the role of copyright and related rights 
management companies in the value chain, in par�cular whether and how to adapt this role in light of 
new modes of crea�on and distribu�on (e.g. streaming, ar�s�c and par�cipatory NFTs). The aim was to 
analyse the process and criteria used by collec�ve socie�es to nego�ate remunera�on with operators, 
exhibitors, pla�orms and distributors, and to iden�fy the relevant criteria for distribu�ng royal�es within 
these collec�ve socie�es, taking into account current prac�ces or those to be envisaged. The aim was 
to come up with innova�ve solu�ons that would benefit ar�sts and crea�vity, more specifically through 
policies aimed at the authori�es and professionals. In par�cular, this meant analysing the new models 
of data trusts aimed at pooling certain data.  
 
Once these contours had been determined, the group was able to consider its strategic direction, i.e. 
whether it should focus on protecting artists against market fluctuations, and whether Web3 technology 
could serve as a protective mechanism for artists made vulnerable to exploitation by large institutional 
entities. These questions led them to consider limiting or even eliminating the interven�on of 
intermediaries who deal primarily with objects, such as art galleries, or individuals, such as labels. The 
working group noted that only a limited number of artists are really represented and/or protected by 
galleries or labels, even though the latter often have the influence and networks needed to disseminate 
an artist's work. In reality, the promotion and sale of artistic works seems to be closely linked to 
entrepreneurial artistic practices specialising in the creation of branded content, which is then 
distributed through renowned market channels such as art festivals. In this context, associa�ons of 
independent ar�sts, equipped with legal mechanisms and blockchain technology designed to protect 
their own interests as well as those of their peers, could be considered as a relevant alterna�ve. For 
WG3, the sharing model observed on platforms such as Soundcloud is also interesting in this respect. 
These platforms represent small communi�es where users publish their work and earn points by sharing 
other members' tracks. As a result, they can use these points to promote their own creations, creating 
a cycle of collaboration and support. However, this raises questions about the ability of blockchain and 
Web3 technology to provide an appropriate space for implementing such a system on a wider scale. At 
the same time, it should be noted that emerging artists are actively seeking sustainability, but face a 
market that appears complex and confusing to new participants. In this environment, understanding 
contractual agreements or knowledge of blockchain technology requires specific knowledge. In this 
sense, the members of the working group observed that non-fungible tokens (NFTs), which could offer 
opportunities to artists, remain largely underused due to their inaccessibility and the difficulties 
associated with understanding how they work. What's more, these opportunities are often not 
financially viable. This forces artists to live with in precarious financial situation, the stability of which 
varies according to sales, reinforcing the need for a sustainable alternative. 
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Recommenda�ons 
 
The avenues explored by the working group led to two proposals designed to provide a partial response 
to the current problems of artistic remuneration mentioned above: a redistribu�ve payment system 
called of "F.A.I.R" (Federated Art Interna�onal Redistribu�on) and the crea�on of autonomous and 
temporary art zones. More specifically, these solutions function as artist-oriented responses to the 
current art marketing system using Web3 technologies. These proposals call for further development. 
They are the result of a discussion enabled by the WKD Congress and mark the beginning of a broader 
discussion aimed at strengthening the sustainability and prosperity of artists in the near future.  
 
1. Redistribu�ve payment system  
 
The working group's initial concept focuses on the limitations of the current gallery-based art economy, 
while offering an alternative to emerging artists who face obstacles in establishing themselves in the 
market and generating income from the sale of their work. To remedy this, the group is proposing a 
redistribu�ve payment system opera�ng under the name "F.A.I.R" (Federated Art Interna�onal 
Redistribu�on). This service aims to standardise the redistribution of funds to artists from customers 
and other market players using smart contracts on the blockchain. Specifically, this system can split the 
initial payment into smaller payments, allocating them to various beneficiaries, including the artist, 
developers, charities or other designated funds.  
 
In other words, part of the revenue from the sale of a work of art would serve as a source of capital that 
the system would distribute according to predefined condi�ons. The use of smart contracts means that 
complex conditions can be specified, and redistribu�on tailored to the specific needs of artists, such as 
co-ownership of a work or royalties on future sales (comparable to droits de suite). In addition, the 
division process is designed to be fully automated, elimina�ng the need for intermediaries, reducing 
transaction costs and processing times, all of which act as incentives for the adoption of this service. 
Smart contracts also contribute to greater transparency, in that key aspects of fund operations are 
publicly accessible and verifiable on the blockchain. However, the disadvantages or risks associated with 
this system include the possibility of monopolising artists' payments. In addition, it is imperative to 
consider the limita�ons of smart contracts, such as the time required for programming, which can 
increase costs for users. In addition, the legal applicability of the contract in different jurisdictions needs 
to be carefully considered. Similarly, the choice of the most suitable blockchain for implementing such 
a system also requires careful evaluation.  
 
However, we can see promising applications of this mechanism for redistributing funds to remedy gaps 
in artists' access to social benefits. By way of illustration, this framework could facilitate the formation 
of a recurring monthly income, financed through smart contracts associated with transactions, thus 
offering emerging artists a form of universal basic income and older artists a re�rement pension. While 
technically feasible, it should be borne in mind that this functionality raises complex legal challenges 
and governance issues. Furthermore, the working group recognises that for this idea to be implemented 
and embraced by artists, the proposed system needs to be integrated into a broader arts organisa�onal 
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framework and become operated by entities, such as the Mozilla Foundation or Pro Helvetia11. Indeed, 
such entities would lend credibility to banking institutions and legal authorities, and generate 
confidence among the target audience while simultaneously establishing links with a vast network of 
artists. Furthermore, it is imperative that the project is both accessible and understandable to achieve 
the desired effectiveness; the working group observed that many Web3 and Blockchain initiatives are 
technically sound, but fail to convince artists to integrate them into their ecosystem. The success of such 
a venture may therefore also depend on design thinking and a user experience tailored to meet the 
needs of artists who may not be familiar with these technologies. 

 
2. Temporary and autonomous art zones  
 
The second proposal is a complementary approach to the previous one and stems from the power 
dynamics of the art market. Indeed, an attempt to establish an alterna�ve art trading system that 
competes directly with the existing global infrastructure is likely to fail due to the inability to achieve 
the critical mass necessary to generate a network effect. However, this second proposal does not seek 
to compete with the global system, but instead focuses on smaller, more localised areas to cul�vate 
'bubbles' called 'T.A.A.Z.' (Temporary Autonomous Art Zones). These 'bubbles' can be defined as small-
scale, interconnected ecosystems in which artistic transactions take place through an exchange of 
tokens uniquely associated with a specific zone, encompassing diverse identities, names and values that 
reflect the characteristics of a zone. These transactions would take place within a dedicated exchange 
pla�orm similar to Uniswap12, ensuring a fully decentralised operational framework. In essence, a token 
is generated through market transactions or when services are rendered to an artist, such as legal 
advice.  
 
These tokens can then be spent on other works of art, without needing to be converted into traditional 
currency, because they have an intrinsic value arising from their negotiability within a thriving local art 
enclave. The aim is to encourage the acquisi�on of works of art and support their circula�on, rather 
than trea�ng works of art as sta�c assets. The ambition is to create locally interconnected ecosystems 
that thrive over months or years, facilitated by a token-based structure. While this may indeed stimulate 
the local scene and potentially generate additional financial opportunities for artists, it should be noted 
that this approach does not offer monetary compensa�on as such, but rather creates an environment 
based on community exchange and mutual aid. 

  

 
11 Mozilla Founda�on: htps://founda�on.mozilla.org/en/; Pro Helve�a, Swiss Arts Council: 
htps://prohelve�a.ch/en/.  
12 Uniswap is a decentralised financial protocol used to exchange cryptocurrencies: htps://uniswap.org/. 

https://foundation.mozilla.org/fr/
https://prohelvetia.ch/fr/
https://uniswap.org/
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Group 4: Role of management companies 
 
Honor FELISBERTO (Reporter), Frederic YOUNG (Moderator) 
 
Summary of discussions 
 
The main task of Working Group 4 (WG4) was to analyse the role of copyright and related rights 
management companies in the value chain, in par�cular whether and how to adapt this role in light of 
new modes of crea�on and distribu�on (e.g. streaming, ar�s�c and par�cipatory NFTs). The aim was to 
analyse the process and criteria used by collec�ve socie�es to nego�ate remunera�on with operators, 
exhibitors, pla�orms and distributors, and to iden�fy the relevant criteria for distribu�ng royal�es within 
these collec�ve socie�es, taking into account current prac�ces or those to be envisaged. The aim was 
to come up with innova�ve solu�ons that would benefit authors, ar�sts and crea�vity, more specifically 
through policies aimed at the authori�es and professionals. In par�cular, this meant analysing the new 
models of data trusts aimed at pooling certain data.  
 
To begin the discussions, the working group began by mapping collec�ve management in terms of the 
elements that produce value, that is to say works, metadata, usage data and users' personal data to 
establish the star�ng point before embarking on the thought process.  
 
Collec�ve copyright management usually concerns the works themselves. However, collec�ve socie�es 
also produce metadata about the works that could be used, controlled or modified as required. The use 
and availability of this metadata by collec�ve socie�es could work towards greater transparency with 
regard to the works used. Metadata monitoring would therefore be relevant. Adding metadata 
management to the ini�al management of works dematerialises the prac�ces of collec�ve socie�es, 
bringing them into the digital age: indeed, metadata management requires specific tools and 
technologies.  
 
The group thus iden�fied which elements of value (works, work metadata, usage data, personal data, 
geographical data) are managed by one or other form of collec�ve socie�es, i.e. individual management 
(authors and ar�sts) and collec�ve management (operators). However, this mapping provoked strong 
reac�ons within the group due to the lack of dis�nc�on between the different art sectors13, with some 
par�cipants considering that the sectors are not all affected in the same way14. It was decided to adopt 
a cross-sectoral approach to the data common to the different sectors and to focus on the reality of 
business models.  
 
The value of content-related data was born with the development of the Internet and the emergence of 
social networks. Because of their intrinsic link with the digital world and its development, user data and 

 
13 These include music, audiovisuals, literature, the performing arts (drama�c arts), the visual arts, illustrated books 
and other texts, par�cularly press texts. We would point out here that the difficulty of the exercise lay above all in 
the �me available to carry it out, since in principle there is nothing to prevent an analysis star�ng from the 
generality of the concepts and progressing sector by sector. 
14 For example, collec�ve management in the field of music is subject to specific issues; see the ar�cles by Chris�an 
L. CASTLE and Claudio FEIJÓO, available at: htps://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/copyright/fr/sccr_41/sccr_41_3.pdf, 
and by Valérie-Laure BENABOU, available at: htps://cnmlab.fr/recueil/horizon-la-musique-en-2030/chapitre/11/. 

https://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/copyright/fr/sccr_41/sccr_41_3.pdf
https://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/copyright/fr/sccr_41/sccr_41_3.pdf
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the personal data of users are major elements in the exploita�on models that concern all sectors of the 
arts. Discussions revealed a certain difficulty in carrying out a general cross-sec�onal analysis without 
going into the specific features of collec�ve rights management in different geographical areas15. The 
group also ques�oned the iden�fica�on of the en�ty with the authority to decide on informa�on 
sharing, par�cularly regarding compe��on law. In this respect, it should be remembered that it is not 
forbidden to share certain data, and that operators are some�mes involved in collec�ve management 
from the outset; this is the case, for example, in the music sector (SACEM16) or the book sector 
(ProLiteris, CFC17 or Reprobel). 
 
The discussion then refocused on the real purpose of collec�ve management, namely maintaining 
economic and professional bargaining power (strategies), on ways of improving it and on the importance 
of remunera�ng authors and ar�sts. Rather than adop�ng a purely - “contractualist” - vision, it was 
suggested that ar�sts should be helped by adap�ng their rights on the four levels of value: works, 
metadata, usage data and users' personal data. The aim would be to direct innova�ons towards the 
collec�on society management model itself and to ensure that the protec�on of ar�sts' rights is 
strengthened on this basis; the idea is to give them access to what is righ�ully theirs. Incorpora�ng the 
mone�sa�on of these addi�onal elements would also enable them to regain power over the music 
market as a whole. It would also be important to increase the value of content crea�on in rela�on to the 
value of content distribu�on. 
 
The management of authors and ar�sts' works and services, as well as other elements of value, could 
make it possible to improve their remunera�on and socio-professional situa�on. Management methods 
vary from country to country, depending on the legal system or management capacity. In Europe, for 
example, collec�ve management is par�cularly well developed. The group therefore considered whether 
new management models for non-transferable rights such as collec�ve licences18 or extended collec�ve 
agreements19 (Direc�ve 790/2019) should be generalised, i.e. alterna�ves halfway between the law and 
contractual provisions.  
 
Collec�ve licensing was discussed first. It was made clear from the outset that the territorial aspect is 
not decisive in the music industry, since online rights are o�en represented by other companies (linked 
to the majors) rather than the tradi�onal ones (such as SACEM, GEMA20 , SUISA21 or others). To obtain 
a licence, the operator must agree to provide usage data; moreover, there is currently no mone�sa�on 
of users' personal data. To ensure a fair distribu�on of value, more aten�on needs to be paid to the 
pla�orms' business models. More specifically, in theory this could involve acquiring data from pla�orms 

 
15 In some countries (e.g. Spain, some African countries, etc.), cross-sector management of rights exists and 
ensures the general strength of the principle that all categories of rights can benefit from the same protec�on. 
However, it is not a ques�on of describing this system as ineffec�ve, but rather of poin�ng out the different 
approaches to collec�ve management, which make a cross-disciplinary analysis more complex.   
16 Société des auteurs, compositeurs et éditeurs de musique. 
17 Centre français d'exploitation du droit de copie. 
18 Collec�ve licenses enable a group of authors of works to grant use of them to one user (the license holder), or 
several in a given sector, by means of a contractual rela�onship. 
19 This type of agreement makes it possible to extend the collec�ve license to a large number of works and users, 
with or without an opt-out op�on. This model has been developed in Scandinavian countries in par�cular.  
20 Gesellschaft für musikalische Aufführungs- und mechanische Vervielfältigungsrechte. 
21 Société Suisse pour les droits des auteurs d’œuvres musicales. 
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and then exploit it. The group therefore wondered whether it would be appropriate to include a fee for 
the use of the data in the collec�ve society fee. However, there are a number of nega�ve aspects to this 
hypothesis. Firstly, it is not always possible to check how consumers' money is divided between the 
purchase of products and the purchase of audiovisual services (e.g. the case of Amazon Prime). Secondly, 
when we talk about "propor�onal remunera�on", the percentage will always depend on what is known 
as the "calcula�on basis" for the remunera�on. Thirdly, this solu�on would raise data protec�on issues, 
par�cularly in the event of data being resold. This would mean replica�ng the pla�orms' business model.  
 
However, the group wondered why the value derived from the exploita�on of data should only benefit 
the pla�orms. It was also pointed out that the no�on of "content" is not treated as such by social 
networks, and that it is no longer the most important part of the value crea�on system (business model). 
The business model today is to exploit content in the most profitable way. This now means playing by 
the rules set up by the pla�orms, and therefore requires personal data to be valued in nego�a�ons. For 
certain members of the group, to achieve this, we need to create a degree of compe��veness between 
collec�ve socie�es and pla�orms. In this respect, the issue of transparency plays an essen�al role. One 
possible solu�on would be to improve the legal framework by providing for public oversight of pla�orms 
and management companies, following the example of the recent amendment of Brazilian legisla�on 
on collec�ve socie�es to work towards greater transparency.  

 
Obtaining data on the use of works is also an important need in the audio-visual field. The chain of 
responsibility has been put to the test, leading in par�cular to difficul�es in establishing authorship rights 
over the work with regard to metadata. As far as the book market is concerned, the digi�sa�on process 
for literature and comics is the slowest in comparison with the aforemen�oned ar�s�c fields. This is 
because streaming subscrip�on services for music have a vast aggregated repertoire, which is not yet 
the case for books. This confirms the ini�al analysis: the ar�s�c fields face different challenges in terms 
of digi�sa�on and require specific complementary approaches over and above the possible transversal 
rules. 

 
The Open Science model was also discussed. It was made clear, however, that unlike Crea�ve Commons, 
which offers an alterna�ve contractual solu�on for intellectual property rights, the Open Science model 
makes research itself as well as research data freely accessible to everyone. This op�on excludes the 
gran�ng of licences to determine the terms of use of a work. One possible solu�on, with regard to the 
use of data, would be to require pla�orms to operate in a similar way to Open Science in order to 
promote transparency.  
 
A joint discussion between WG4 and WG1 then took place on the role of machines in intermedia�on. 
The salient points of this discussion concerned cultural diversity and the tools for making 
recommenda�ons (and how these can be put into prac�ce in public representa�ons), the fair 
remunera�on of authors and ar�sts in a period leading to a paradigm shi� with the emergence of AI, 
the different reali�es according to the cultural sectors concerned (which means that the generalist 
discourse is not appropriate), the need to improve exis�ng systems (in par�cular collec�ve socie�es) and 
to make known to poli�cians the major issues and different mechanisms that can support them.  
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To provide the best possible response to the above-men�oned issues, the two groups suggested the 
crea�on of a collec�ve database (Crea�ve Commons) on which the various music streaming pla�orms 
could make their algorithms accessible, in order to offer users greater transparency and alterna�ves in 
their consump�on choices.  
 
Recommenda�ons 
 
The following 24 proposals were put forward by par�cipants: 
 

1) The systematic payment of remuneration to authors and artists by Internet platforms and 
services negotiated by collective societies. 

2) Encourage studies and experiments to broaden the remuneration base. 
3) Remunerate/compensate AI output (in a similar way to private copying) or provide some sort of 

compensation for people who lose their jobs because of AI (more of a tax measure than a 
copyright measure). 

4) License and receive remuneration on AI input, i.e. on reproductions of works used for input, in 
particular by means of extended collective licences (which will mean ensuring compatibility with 
Directive 2019/790). 

5) A tax on revenues and an obligation on platforms and AIs to invest in national content. 
6) Establishment of a European investment fund for artistic creation, along the lines of existing 

funds such as Eurimages22 . 
7) With regard to the investment model, support more open platforms in the spirit of the commons 

(e.g. Open Access or Creative Commons public platforms). 
8) To the attention of governments, guarantee a full and fair sharing of value, integrating all layers 

(works, metadata, usage data and user data). 
9) Initiate impact studies on the effects of AI and plan corrective and regulatory measures. 
10) The creation of a generalised self-regulation system to experiment with new relationships 

between artists, collective societies, operators and the public.  
11) Legally establish a common international register of usage data and personal data, an 

international body that would allow access to this data. 
12) Strengthen international standard-setting bodies to improve remuneration for creators and give 

greater legitimacy to the use of collective management. 
13) Recall that copyright is a human right (with constitutional status23) and recognise its professional 

nature. 
14) This constitutional right should be linked to a right to transparency and access to data through 

data-sharing models. 
15) Streaming platforms must be made accountable and transparent, and works must be revalued. 
16) Credit (effective paternity and maternity rights) for rights holders. 
17) Improving the networking of collective societies. 
18) Tax the turnover of AI providers to compensate for the art effects generated by AI. 
19) Legally guarantee (open) access to platform metadata for alternative recommendations. 

 
22 htps://www.coe.int/fr/web/eurimages.  
23 See art. 27 §2 of the Universal Declara�on of Human Rights and art. 5 let. b of the Fribourg Declara�on on 
Cultural Rights 

https://www.coe.int/fr/web/eurimages
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20) Encourage research into disruptive ideas for alternative collective or individual remuneration 
models.  

21) Support the creation of algorithms of general interest that promote cultural diversity and 
creative freedom. 

22) A resale right on the increase in the stock market value of companies that use works to develop 
their activities. 

23) Draw up a model extended collective agreement for negotiations with foreign countries. 
24) Better coordination between employment law and copyright, as recommended for example in 

Bruno Racine's report24. 
 

To sum up, these proposals highlight the need to establish fairness in the sharing of the overall value 
generated by the use of works and services, to increase transparency in the pla�orm data taken into 
account in collec�ve management, to put in place innova�ve forms of governance to create common 
standards with binding effect, and to put in place interna�onal tax mechanisms to compensate for the 
imbalances that have arisen in the market (abuse of posi�on by groups, economic parasi�sm, social 
dumping, etc.). 

 
The reasons for the recommenda�ons (ra�onals) are as follows: to promote cultural diversity and quality 
content, to improve the socio-professional situa�on of "ar�sts" (a word that is s�ll evolving), and to 
recognise, legally legi�mise and promote high-quality (transparent, controlled) collec�ve management. 

* * * 

 
24 Bruno RACINE, L'auteur et l'acte de création, report submited to the French Minister of Culture in January 2020. 
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